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Chapter 5

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

In this chapter we evaluate the two main approaches to unsupervised do-
main adaptation that can be found in the literature. We apply them to adapt
a syntactic disambiguation model to new domains. More specifically, we ex-
amine the bootstrapping approach of self-training and compare it to the more
involved technique called structural correspondence learning (SCL).1

5.1 Introduction and Motivation

As discussed in the previous chapter, studies on supervised domain adapta-
tion have shown that straightforward baselines (e.g. models trained on source
only, target only, or the union of the data) achieve relatively high performance
levels and are “surprisingly difficult to beat” (Daumé III, 2007). Thus, one con-
clusion from that line of work is that as soon as there is a reasonable (some-
times even small) amount of labeled target data, it is often more fruitful to
either just use that or to apply simple adaptation techniques (like model com-
bination, cf. Chapter 4).

In contrast, unsupervised domain adaptation2 – the scenario in which there
are no annotated resources available for the new domain – is a much more
realistic situation, but is clearly also considerably more difficult. While sev-

1Preliminary results of this chapter were published in Plank (2009b) and Plank (2009a).
2As discussed in Chapter 3, what we call unsupervised domain adaptation here was (before
2010) often referred to as semi-supervised DA (Daumé III, 2007). However, since the emer-
gence of techniques that assume both labeled and unlabeled data from the target domain
(which are now referred to as semi-supervised DA) there has been a shift in naming. We
follow Daumé III et al. (2010) and Chang et al. (2010) and refer to unsupervised DA as the
scenario in which only unlabeled target data is available.
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90 CHAPTER 5. UNSUPERVISED DOMAIN ADAPTATION

eral authors have looked at the supervised adaptation case (e.g. Gildea, 2001;
Roark & Bacchiani, 2003; Hara et al., 2005; Chelba & Acero, 2006; Daumé III,
2007; Finkel & Manning, 2009), there are fewer – and especially less successful
– studies on unsupervised domain adaptation (McClosky et al., 2006; Blitzer
et al., 2006; Dredze et al., 2007). Current studies on unsupervised domain
adaptation show rather mixed results.

For instance, McClosky et al. (2006) show that together with a second-stage
parse reranker the performance of a statistical PCFG parser can be improved
by self-training. Previously it was generally assumed that self-training does
not help. Another technique that uses unlabeled data is structural correspon-
dence learning (SCL), introduced by Blitzer et al. (2006). They have shown its
effectiveness on two tasks, PoS tagging and sentiment classification (Blitzer et
al., 2006, 2007). In the CoNLL 2007 shared task on domain adaptation there
was an attempt to apply SCL to adapt a dependency parser (Shimizu & Nak-
agawa, 2007). The system just ended up at place 7 out of 8 teams. However,
their results are inconclusive due to a bug in their system and the general
problem of annotation differences in the data sets (Dredze et al., 2007).3 In
fact, Dredze et al. (2007) report on “frustrating” results on the CoNLL 2007
shared task on domain adaptation for parsing, where the goal was to exploit
unlabeled data, i.e. “no team was able to improve target domain performance
substantially over a state-of-the-art baseline”. Thus, the effectiveness of SCL
remains rather unexplored for parsing.

Therefore, in this chapter we examine structural correspondence learning
for domain adaptation of a stochastic parse selection component and compare
it to various instantiations of self-training. The parsing system that we will use
is the same as in the previous chapter, namely, the Alpino parser (introduced
in Section 2.4.1). For the empirical evaluations, we will explore Wikipedia as
primary test and training collection.

The remaining part of this chapter is structured as follows. First, we review
self-training. Then, we introduce structural correspondence learning and de-
pict our application of SCL to parse disambiguation. In Section 5.3 we present
the data sets and describe the process of constructing target domain data from
Wikipedia. Section 5.4 presents and discusses the empirical results.

3As shown in Dredze et al. (2007) and already mentioned in Chapter 3, the biggest problem
with the shared task was that the data provided were annotated with different annotation
guidelines, thus the general impression was that the task was ill-defined (Nobuyuki Shimizu,
personal communication).
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5.2 Exploiting Unlabeled Data

A general machine learning approach that uses unlabeled data is bootstrapping,
which includes self-training. In contrast, structural correspondence learning is a
technique specific to domain adaptation that tries to find a common feature
representation between domains to implicitly link domain-specific features.
Next, we will introduce self-training and its variants, and then we will de-
scribe structural correspondence learning.

5.2.1 Self-training

Self-training is a general single-view bootstrapping algorithm. A model is
trained on labeled (‘seed’) data and then used to label a pool of unlabeled data.
The automatically labeled data is then taken at face value and combined with
the original labeled data to train a new model. This process can be iterated.

When self-training is applied to domain adaptation, the only difference to
the general machine learning setup is that the labeled and unlabeled data are
from different domains: the labeled data is from the source domain, while all
unlabeled data comes from the target domain. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

source data
Ds : {(xs

i , ys
i )}

ns
i=1

Model unlabeled
target data

Dt : {xt
i}

nt
i=1

train label

add automatically
labeled data

Figure 5.1: Self-training for domain adaptation: A model is trained on the
labeled source data and used to annotate unlabeled target data. The automat-
ically labeled target data is then added to the source data and a new model is
trained. The process can be iterated.

There are many possible ways to instantiate self-training (Abney, 2007).
For instance, whether to run a single iteration or multiple iterations of self-
training; whether to select parts of the automatically labeled data or add it all,
and how to select data, correspondingly. In the following, we will examine
the following variants of self-training:

• Single versus multiple iterations.

• Selection versus no selection (taking all automatically labeled data or
selecting presumably higher quality training instances).
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For selection, we examine three simple scoring functions, where s stands
for a sentence, Ω(s) is the set of parses for that sentence, and ω is a parse from
Ω(s):

• Sentence length: |s|

• Number of parses: |Ω(s)|

• Entropy: −∑ω∈Ω(s) p(ω|s) log p(ω|s)

All scoring functions are based on the intuition that the parser should be more
confident on presumably ‘easier’ examples. Therefore, we will select shorter
sentences, sentences that contain fewer parses or have lower entropy.

So far, studies on self-training have mainly focused on generative con-
stituency parsing (Steedman et al., 2003; McClosky et al., 2006; Reichart &
Rappoport, 2007). Steedman et al. (2003) as well as Reichart and Rappoport
(2007) examine self-training in the small seed case (with fewer than 1, 000 la-
beled sentences). While self-training with a small seed was assumed not to
work (Steedman et al., 2003) (depending on the parser it either just gave a
minor improvement or actually hurt performance), Reichart and Rappoport
(2007) have shown that self-training can help parser performance in the small
seed case when all the automatically labeled data is added to the seed data. In
contrast, McClosky et al. (2006) focus on the large seed scenario and exploit a
parser with reranker. Improvements are obtained (McClosky et al., 2006; Mc-
Closky & Charniak, 2008), showing that a reranker is necessary for successful
self-training in such a large-seed scenario. While they all apply self-training to
a generative model, we examine self-training for the adaptation of a discrimi-
native parse selection system. We will compare it to structural correspondence
learning, introduced next.

5.2.2 Structural Correspondence Learning

Structural correspondence learning (SCL) is a domain adaptation algorithm
for feature-based classifiers proposed by Blitzer et al. (2006). It is inspired by
structural learning (Ando & Zhang, 2005), which is a general semi-supervised
machine learning algorithm. Structural correspondence learning exploits un-
labeled data from both source and target domains to learn a representation
under which features from different domains are assumed to be aligned. Once
such correspondences are induced, they are incorporated in the labeled source
data as new features. A new classifier is then trained on the augmented source
data, with the goal to “convert an effective source model into an effective tar-
get model” (Blitzer, 2008). Intuitively, it is a way to obtain weights for features
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that otherwise had not been observed. As we will see, the correspondences are
rather implicit in SCL.

f eatX ↔ pivot feature ↔ f eatY
domain A (“linking” feature) domain B
“boring” “don’t buy” “defective”

Figure 5.2: Structural correspondence learning relies on pivot features that link
features from different domains.

Before describing the algorithm in detail, let us illustrate the intuition of
SCL with an example borrowed from Blitzer et al. (2007). Suppose we have
a sentiment analysis system trained on book reviews (domain A), and we
would like to adapt it to work well for classifying reviews of kitchen appli-
ances (domain B). Features such as “boring” and “repetitive” are common
ways to express negative sentiment in A, while “not working” or “defective”
are specific to B. If there are features across domains, e.g. “don’t buy” (cf. Fig-
ure 5.2), with which the domain-specific features are highly correlated, then
we might tentatively align those features. Intuitively, if we are able to find
good correspondences between features from different domains, then the la-
beled source domain data should help to generalize better to a new target
domain, for which no labeled data is available.

source data
Ds : {(xs

i , ys
i )}

ns
i=1

target data
Dt : {xt

i}
nt
i=1

Induce
mapping θ

augmented
source data

Ds : {(x’si , ys
i )}

ns
i=1

Train model on:Use θ to obtain
h new features:
x’ = 〈x, θx〉

Figure 5.3: The SCL algorithm exploits data from both source and target do-
main to induce correspondences between features from the two domains, en-
coded in the mapping θ. Then, new features are added to the source data
by applying the projection θx, and a new model is trained on the augmented
source data (in this way weights for the original features, w, and for the new
features, v, are estimated, cf. equation 5.2).

The key idea of SCL is to automatically identify correspondences between
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features from different domains by modeling their correlation with so called
pivot features. Pivots should be features that occur frequently and behave sim-
ilarly in the two domains (Blitzer et al., 2006). They are similar to auxiliary
problems in structural learning (Ando & Zhang, 2005). Non-pivot features
that correspond with many of the same pivot-features are assumed to corre-
spond. These correspondences are encoded in the projection matrix θ.

Require: labeled source data Ds,l : {(xs
i , ys

i )}
ns,l
i=1, unlabeled source Ds,u :

{xs
i }

ns,u
i=1 and target data Dt : {xt

i}
nt
i=1

1: Select p pivot features from the unlabeled data Ds,u ∪ Dt
2: Train p binary classifiers (pivot predictors)
3: Create matrix Wq×p of binary predictor weight vectors W = [w1, .., wp],

where q is the number of non-pivot features
4: Apply SVD to W: Wq×p = Uq×qDq×pVT

p×p where θ = UT
[1:h,:] are the h top

left singular vectors of W
5: Apply projection θx to the source data instances x ∈ Ds,l and train a new

model on the augmented source data

Figure 5.4: Structural correspondence learning algorithm.

The outline of the algorithm is given in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.3 depicts the
main steps of the algorithm graphically. The first step of structural correspon-
dence learning is to identify p pivot features from the set of all features in
the source and target domains. Pivot features should be frequent in both do-
mains and should align well with the task at hand. In practice, some hundreds
of pivot features will be selected. All remaining non-selected features are so
called non-pivot features. We denote the number of pivot features by p and q
is the number of non-pivot features.

The next step (line 2 in Figure 5.4) is to train pivot predictors, which are
classifiers that predict a pivot using all non-pivots. Thus, a binary classifier of
the form: “Does the pivot feature occur in this instance?” is trained for each
pivot. The training data for the classifiers is obtained by masking the pivot
in the unlabeled data from both domains. After training, we get a weight
vector wi of length q (the number of non-pivots) for each pivot, i.e. 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
Positive entries in the weight vector indicate that a non-pivot is helpful for
predicting the respective pivot feature. Non-pivots with similar weights are
assumed to behave similarly and thus to correspond. The algorithm “uses
co-occurrence between pivot and non-pivot features to learn a representation
under which features from different domains are aligned” (Blitzer, 2008).
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Figure 5.5: Singular value decomposition of matrix W (whose columns corre-
spond to the weight vectors of the pivot predictors). The top h rows of UT (the
top left singular vectors; gray area) form the projection matrix θ.

Step 3 is to arrange the p weight vectors in a matrix Wq×p (cf. the left ma-
trix W in Figure 5.5), where a column corresponds to a pivot predictor weight
vector. Applying the projection WTx (where x is a training instance) would
give us p new features, however, for “both computational and statistical rea-
sons” (Blitzer et al., 2006) a low-dimensional approximation of the original
feature space is computed by applying a singular value decomposition (SVD) on
W (step 4, illustrated in Figure 5.5). Let θh×q = UT

[1:h,:] be the top h left singular
vectors of W (where h is a parameter specifying the dimension of θ and q is
the number of non-pivot features). The resulting θ is a projection onto a lower
dimensional space Rh, parameterized by h. This projection matrix θ implicitly
contains the induced feature correspondences.

The final step of SCL is to train a linear predictor on the augmented la-
beled source data x’ = 〈x, θx〉. In more detail, the original feature vector x is
augmented with h new features obtained by applying the projection θx. We
obtain h new features since θ is of size h× q and an x is of size q× 1.

θ · x = h new features (5.1)

Thus h new features are added to the source domain data, and a new
model is estimated. In this way, weights for the original source domain fea-
tures, w, and the h new features v are obtained:

{xw + (θx)v} (5.2)

If θ contains meaningful correspondences, then the predictor trained on
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the augmented data should transfer well to the new domain. Note that a
single new feature is the sum of the projection of a row of θ onto a training
instance x. This means that the feature correspondences are used in a rather
implicit way – it might be rather hard to trace back which feature correspon-
dences were the most helpful.

SCL for Parse Selection

This section describes our application of structural correspondence learning
to the parse disambiguation model of the Alpino parser. We will introduce
and discuss all our design choices.

Pivot Features A property of the pivot predictors is that they can be trained
from unlabeled data, as they represent properties of the input. So far, pivot
features on the word level were used (Blitzer et al., 2006, 2007; Blitzer, 2008),
e.g. “Does the bigram not buy occur in this document?” (Blitzer, 2008). Pivot
features are the key ingredient for SCL, and they should align well with the
NLP task at hand. For PoS tagging and sentiment analysis, features on the
word level are intuitively well-related to the task. For parse disambiguation
based on a conditional model this is not the case, as words alone are irrelevant.
They are constant within a parse disambiguation context and thus do not help
in choosing a parse out of the possible analyses.

Therefore, we actually introduce an additional and new layer of abstrac-
tion, which, we hypothesize, aligns well with the task of parse disambigua-
tion: we first parse the unlabeled data with the grammar. In this way we
obtain full parses for given sentences, allowing access to more abstract rep-
resentations of the underlying pivot predictor training data, even though the
data might be noisy. Thus, instead of using word level features, features in
our scenario correspond to properties of the generated parses. The features
are those described in Chapter 2 (page 29) and encode information about, for
instance, the application of grammar rules (r1,r2 features), dependency rela-
tions (dep), PoS tags (f1,f2), bilexical preferences (z), appositions (appos) and
further syntactic features (e.g. for unknown words and coordination).

Selection of Pivot Features and Removal of Predictive Features As pivot
features should be common across domains and should align well with the
task at hand, we restrict our pivots to be of the following type: grammar rule
applications (the r1 features). We count how often each feature appears in the
parsed source and target domain data, and select those r1 features as pivot
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features, whose count is > t, where t is a specified threshold. In all our experi-
ments, we set t = 200. In this way, we obtained on average 120 pivot features,
on the data sets that will be described in Section 5.3.2.

As pointed out by Blitzer et al. (2006), each training instance for the pivot
predictor will actually contain features which are totally predictive for the
pivot (i.e. the pivot itself). In our case, we additionally have to pay attention
to ’more specific’ features, namely the r2 features. The r2 features extend the r1
features (that represent the application of a grammar rule) since the r2 features
incorporate more information than their r1 parent (i.e. which grammar rules
applied in the construction of daughter nodes, see Chapter 2, page 29 and
following, for an example). It is crucial to remove these predictive features
when creating the training data for the pivot predictors.

To train the pivot predictors, we extract the most probable parse per sen-
tence according to the source domain model from the concatenation of the
source and automatically labeled target data. This has been done for practical
reasons to limit the size of the training data for the pivot predictors. For every
such training instance, we mask the pivot in the data and train a binary classi-
fier using the remaining non-predictive nonpivot features. This gives a pivot
predictor weight vector for every pivot feature, which form the columns of the
matrix W (Figure 5.5). In an earlier study (Plank, 2009b) we followed Blitzer
et al. (2006), who in turn followed Ando and Zhang (2005), and we only kept
the positive entries in the pivot predictors weight vectors to compute the SVD.
Thus, when constructing the matrix W, we disregarded all negative entries in
W and compute the SVD (W = UDVT) on the resulting non-negative sparse
matrix. This sparse representation saves both time and space. However, in
the experiments reported in this chapter we keep all entries as we found that
it gives slightly better results.

Further General Practical Issues of SCL

In practice, there are more free parameters and model choices besides the ones
discussed above (Ando & Zhang, 2005; Blitzer et al., 2006; Blitzer, 2008). We
will introduce them next.

Feature Normalization and Feature Scaling. Blitzer et al. (2006) found it nec-
essary to normalize and scale the new features obtained by applying the pro-
jection θx. He argues that this was necessary to allow the new features “to re-
ceive more weight from a regularized discriminative learner”. For each new
feature, they centered the feature by subtracting off the mean and normalizing
them to unit variance. Subsequently, they scaled the feature values by a factor
α found on held-out data.
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Restricted Regularization. When training the supervised model on the aug-
mented feature space 〈x, θx〉, Blitzer et al. (2006) only regularize the weight
vector of the original features, but not the one for the new low-dimensional
features. They did this in order to encourage the model to use the new low-
dimensional representation rather than the higher-dimensional original rep-
resentation (Blitzer, 2008).

Dimensionality Reduction by Feature Type. An extension suggested in Ando
and Zhang (2005) is to compute separate SVDs for blocks of the matrix W cor-
responding to certain feature types (as illustrated in Figure 5.6). Subsequently,
separate projections are applied for every feature type submatrix. Due to the
positive results in Ando (2006), Blitzer et al. (2006) include this in their stan-
dard setting of SCL and report results using block SVDs only.

W
q × p

pivot predictors

no
n-

pi
vo

ts

→ feature type
submatrix

pivot predictors

no
n-

pi
vo

ts

f1
...

fi

...

fq

Figure 5.6: Illustration of dimensionality reduction by feature type. The gray
area corresponds to a feature type (submatrix of W) on which the SVD is com-
puted (block SVD), the white area is regarded as fixed to zero matrices.

5.3 Experimental Setup

This section describes the experimental setup including the construction of
target domain data from Wikipedia.

5.3.1 Tools and Experimental Design

The baseline (source domain) disambiguation model is trained on the Alpino
treebank (Cdb; newspaper text), which consists of approximately 7,000 sen-
tences and 145,000 tokens (introduced in Chapter 2). For parameter estima-
tion, in all experiments in this chapter we use the maximum entropy toolkit
tinyest (introduced on page 24) with a Gaussian prior (µ = 0, σ2 = 10, 000).
We use tinyest also for training the binary pivot predictors. To compute
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the SVD, we use SVDLIBC.4 The remaining parts of the algorithm are imple-
mented in Python.

For self-training, it is necessary to define a way to pick the presumably
‘correct’ parse(s) out of the set of analyses of a sentence. This is done in order
to get the positive and negative training instances for the parse disambigua-
tion model. Therefore, for every sentence in the pool of unlabeled data, a
subset of the parses of that sentence is marked as correct and the remaining
parses are marked as incorrect. Since we do not have access to gold data to
pick the presumably ‘correct’ parse, we have to rely on other mechanisms. In
the experiments that follow, we use the out-of-domain model to score parses
by calculating the probability of each parse under the source domain model.
Then, those parses are marked as ‘correct’ that obtain the highest probability
under that model. Obviously, the source model is not the best option, as it
will suffer from domain shifts. However it turned out to be more stable than
an alternative approach that randomly chooses one parse as the correct parse
(out of all parses for a sentence). Furthermore, note that in all experiments in
this chapter we restrict the maximum number of parses for the target domain
data to be at most 200 (rather than 3,000, which is the standard setting to train
the disambiguation component). This was done to limit the size of the target
domain data for practical purposes. It did not impact the overall accuracy
considerably, for instance, in the self-training setting (all-at-once) keeping all
(up to 3,000) parses resulted in accuracy scores ±0.5% CA to those reported
later (where only up to 200 parses were used).

For structural correspondence learning, we will report results of SCL with
dimensionality parameter set to different values, h = [25, 50, 100], and no
feature-specific regularization or feature normalization/rescaling. We found
that these additional steps did not improve results (Plank, 2009b). As target
domain, we will consider the Dutch part of Wikipedia as data collection, de-
scribed next.

5.3.2 Data: Wikipedia as Resource

Wikipedia is used both as test set and as unlabeled data source. Our assump-
tion is that in order to parse data from a very specific domain, say about
the artist Prince, then data related to that domain, like information about the
new power generation, the purple rain movie, or other American singers and
artists, should be of help. To gather this domain-specific target data, we ex-
ploit the category system of Wikipedia.

4Available at: http://tedlab.mit.edu/~dr/svdlibc/

http://tedlab.mit.edu/~dr/svdlibc/
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Construction of Target Domain Data

We use the Dutch part of Wikipedia provided by WikiXML,5 which is a dump
of Wikipedia articles. As the corpus is encoded in XML, we can exploit general
purpose XML Query Languages, such as XQuery, Xslt and XPath, to extract
relevant information from WikiXML.

Given a Wikipedia page a and its associated categories, c ∈ categories(a),
we can identify pages related to a by various degrees of ‘relatedness’: directly
related pages (those that share a category, i.e. all b where ∃c′ ∈ categories(b)
such that c = c′). Additionally, we might include pages that share a sub- or
supercategory of a, i.e. b where c′ ∈ categories(b) and c′ ∈ sub categories(a)
or c′ ∈ super categories(a). For example, Figure 5.7 shows the categories ex-
tracted for the Wikipedia article about pope Johannes Paulus II.

<wikipage id="6729">

<cat t="direct" n="Categorie:Paus"/>

<cat t="direct" n="Categorie:Pools_theoloog"/>

<cat t="super" n="Categorie:Religieus leider"/>

<cat t="super" n="Categorie:Rooms-katholiek persoon"/>

<cat t="super" n="Categorie:Vaticaanstad"/>

<cat t="super" n="Categorie:Bisschop"/>

<cat t="super" n="Categorie:Kerkgeschiedenis"/>

<cat t="sub" n="Categorie:Tegenpaus"/>

<cat t="super" n="Categorie:Pools persoon"/>

</wikipage>

Figure 5.7: Example of extracted Wikipedia categories for a given article
(showing direct, super- and subcategories).

In order to create the set of related pages for an article a (that then consti-
tutes the pool of unlabeled target data for a), we proceed as follows.

1. Find sub- and supercategories of the categories of article a

2. Extract all pages that are related to a (through sharing a direct, sub or
super category)

3. Optionally, filter out certain pages

In our empirical setup, we follow Blitzer et al. (2006) and try to balance the
size of source and target data. Thus, depending on the size of the resulting tar-
get domain data, and the “broadness” of the categories involved in creating

5Available at: http://ilps.science.uva.nl/WikiXML/

http://ilps.science.uva.nl/WikiXML/
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it, we might wish to filter out certain pages. We implemented a filter mech-
anism that excludes pages of a certain category (e.g. a supercategory that is
hypothesized to be “too broad”). Alternatively, we might have used a filter
mechanism that excludes certain pages directly. In the experiments, we al-
ways included pages that are directly related to a page of interest and those
that shared a subcategory. Of course, the page itself is not included. With
regard to supercategories, we usually included all pages sharing a supercate-
gory with a, unless stated otherwise.

Test Data and Related Target Data

The test sets consist of a selection of biographical articles from Wikipedia.
They were manually corrected in the course of the LASSY project (cf. page 27).
An overview of the test sets including size indications is given in Table 5.1.
The mean sentence length of the articles is slightly higher than the average
newspaper sentence length of the source domain (which is 19.7 words).

Wiki/DCOI Id Article Title Sentences ASL APS
6677/26563 Prince (musician) 356 21.4 692.9
6729/36834 Paus Johannes Paulus II 237 22.3 780.9
182654/41235 Augustus De Morgan 254 24.1 1,004.3

Table 5.1: Size of test sets. ASL=average sentence length; APS=average parses.

Table 5.2 provides information on the data sets extracted from Wikipedia
that constitute the pool of related target data for an article. For the Prince
article, some supercategories were filtered out to obtain a data set of similar
size to that of the source domain. Later, we will also use a larger data set that
contains 357 articles, 13,838 sentences and 215,635 tokens.

Related to Articles Sentences Tokens Relationship
Prince 192 7,998 104,833 filtered super
Paus 418 9,370 176,208 all
De Morgan 274 6,797 113,984 all

Table 5.2: Size of related data gathered from Wikipedia. Relationship indicates
whether all pages are used or some are filtered out (cf. Section 5.3.2).
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5.4 Empirical Results

5.4.1 Baselines

To establish the baselines, we evaluate the standard Alpino model (trained on
the out-of-domain source data) on the test sets.

Table 5.3 shows the baseline performance of the disambiguation model on
the Wikipedia test articles. It provides concept accuracy (CA, i.e. the evalu-
ation metric that was introduced in Section 4.3.2). The third and fourth col-
umn indicate the upper- and lower bounds for this task. They show that the
baseline performance is already comparatively high (i.e. the baseline is much
closer to the oracle than the random baseline that selects an arbitrary parse).

Article CA Random Oracle
Prince (musician) 85.65 72.01 90.00
Paus Johannes Paulus II 86.59 73.64 91.16
Augustus De Morgan 83.30 69.45 86.91

Table 5.3: Baseline results: Performance of out-of-domain model trained on
source domain (Cdb; newspaper text) on Wikipedia test articles. CA stands
for concept accuracy (cf. Section 4.3.2). Random chooses an arbitrary parse
per sentence. Oracle selects the best available parse per sentence (the parser
is set to produce at most 3,000 analyses per sentence).

While the parser normally operates on an accuracy level of roughly 89%-
90% on its own domain (newspaper text), the accuracy on the Wikipedia ar-
ticles drops. The biggest performance loss (a drop to 83.30% CA) is observed
on the article about the British logician and mathematician De Morgan. This
confirms the intuition that this specific subdomain is the “hardest” of the three
considered. For instance, the data contains mathematical expressions (e.g. Wet
der distributiviteit ‘distributivity law’ a(b+c) = ab+ac). As shown in Table 5.1
(page 101), the ambiguity on the De Morgan test set is the highest with an av-
erage number of around 1,000 parses per sentence (APS), compared to around
700 for the other two test articles.

Overall, there are around 4-5% absolute parsing accuracy to be gained by
adapting the parser to the specific target domains. The goal of the follow-
ing section is to evaluate whether (and by how much) the performance of the
system can be improved by exploiting unsupervised domain adaptation tech-
niques to adapt the parse disambiguation component.
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5.4.2 Self-training Results

First, we evaluate self-training with a single iteration and no selection. After-
wards, we will examine the setup with multiple iterations, where a specific
part of the data is selected in each iteration.

Single Iteration, No Selection (all-at-once) The results for self-training with
a single iteration (adding all automatically labeled data at once) are given
in Table 5.4. All unlabeled data is labeled by the source domain model and
added to the source data to train a new model. The out-of-domain source
model is used to score the parses and the parse(s) with the highest probability
is (are) marked as correct. The remaining parses are marked as incorrect and
provide the negative training instances for the parse selection model.

Article CA
Prince (all-at-once) 79.99 (-5.66)
Paus (all-at-once) 82.18 (-4.41)
De Morgan (all-at-once) 79.69 (-3.61)
Prince, more data (all-at-once) 78.89 (-5.76)

Table 5.4: Self-training results: single iteration, no selection. The performance
of the self-trained model is considerably lower than the baseline (cf. Table 5.3,
difference to baseline is given in parentheses).

The results show that simple self-training (that adds all automatically la-
beled data to the source domain data) does not help to improve the disam-
biguation component. The performance of the self-trained model is consider-
ably worse than the baseline model trained on the labeled source data alone.
Moreover, if we add more automatically labeled data (shown in the last row
in Table 5.4 for the Prince data), accuracy drops even more.

The next question is whether other instantiations of self-training – i.e. ones
that select instances from the pool of unlabeled data – are more effective.
Therefore, we run several iterations of self-training where a certain amount
of sentences are added in each iteration.

Multiple Iterations, Random Selection In this setup, in every iteration 500
sentences are randomly selected from the pool of unlabeled data and added
to the labeled data to train a new model.
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Multiple Iterations, Informed Selection In this setup, a scheme similar to
that of Steedman et al. (2003) is followed. We first randomly select 1,500 sen-
tences into a cache, and from the cache select 500 sentences. They are selected
on the basis of either: (a) shorter sentence length; (b) fewer parses; or (c) lower
entropy (where the source domain model is used for scoring).
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Figure 5.8: Results of self-training with multiple iterations. The straight
dashed line is the source domain baseline. The figures show that self-training
does not help. Only on one data set (Prince) a minor improvement over the
baseline is first observed (by selecting sentences with fewer parses), however,
performance then degrades. Random selection is worse than informed selec-
tion. No self-training variant yields positive results.
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The results of evaluating multiple iterations of self-training with random
and informed selection are shown in Figure 5.8. The straight dashed line in
the figure represents the performance of the source domain model (baseline).
The figures show that self-training does not help in this case either. A minor
improvement over the baseline is first observed on only one data set (Prince;
achieved by selecting sentences with fewer parses, i.e. less ambiguity, achiev-
ing its maximum of 86.86% CA in iteration 10, which is +0.21 absolute per-
formance over the baseline). However, performance then degrades. Random
selection is usually worse than informed selection. From the three informed
selection mechanisms, entropy often performs worse than the other two.

We conclude that self-training does not work for adapting the disambigua-
tion component of the Alpino parser. No self-training variant examined here
improves the baseline. Instead, performance degrades when adding automat-
ically labeled data. The obvious next question is whether the more involved
technique that uses unlabeled data more implicitly is more effective.

5.4.3 Results with Structural Correspondence Learning

We tested our instantiation of SCL for parse disambiguation on the same three
Wikipedia test sets as described above. Before looking at the results, we will
examine the projection matrix to get a feeling about which feature correspon-
dences were induced.

A look at θ To gain some insight into which kind of correspondences were
learned, we examine the rows of θ. Recall that the inner product of a row i
from matrix θ with a training instance gives a new real-valued feature. Let’s
denote it with hi = θix. This new feature is associated with a weight vi that
is trained from the augmented source data. If features have similar entries in
the projection row θi (thus if their values in the row θi are similar), then they
share a single weighting parameter vi and thus are assumed to correspond.
As shown in Blitzer (2008), this can be seen by expanding the inner product:

vihi = viθix = vi ∑
j

θijxj (5.3)

To illustrate the correspondences, let us look at two example rows from
θ from the Prince data set. Figure 5.9 and 5.10 show excerpts from two pro-
jection rows. The first column represents the entry (value) of a feature, then
follows the feature. The third column indicates whether it is a feature from
the source domain (src), the target domain (trg) or a common feature (both).
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Figure 5.9 shows an excerpt of features that obtained similar entries in row
21 of the projection matrix, which got the highest negative estimated weight.
Feature correspondences under this projection row contribute towards dis-
preferences for parses. As we can see, features presumably describing titles of
songs got aligned with person names in the source data. However, the song
titles were wrongly tagged as named entities describing persons.

0.00507587 f2(’Valkenier’,name(’PER’)) src

0.00515761 f2(’What Goes Around’,name(’PER’)) trg

0.00515761 f2(’My Love’,name(’PER’)) trg

0.00515761 dep35(’My_Love’,name(’PER’),hd/app,noun,single) trg

0.00515761 dep34(’What_Goes_Around’,name(’PER’),hd/app,noun) trg

0.00515761 dep34(’My_Love’,name(’PER’),hd/app,noun) trg

0.00513844 f2(’Attje KeulenDeelstra’,name(’PER’)) src

0.00513844 dep34(’Attje_KeulenDeelstra’,name(’PER’),hd/su,verb) src

0.00525923 f2(’Carlos Santana’,name(’PER’)) trg

0.00525923 dep35(’Carlos_Santana’,name(’PER’),hd/obj1,prep,met) trg

0.00528909 f2(’Joop’,name(’PER’)) src

0.00528909 dep35(’Joop’,name(’PER’),hd/su,verb,heb) src

Figure 5.9: Example from θ (row 21) form the Prince data. The dimension got
the highest negative estimated weight (-1.23).

0.00242024 appos_person(’PER’,jazz_zanger) trg

0.00242024 dep34(’Jon_Hendricks’,name(’PER’),hd/app,noun) trg

0.00242024 dep35(jazz_zanger,noun,hd/obj1,prep,met) trg

0.00242024 depprep(verb,hd/mod,met,jazz_zanger) trg

0.00242024 f2(’Jon Hendricks’,name(’PER’)) trg

0.00242024 f2(’jazz-zanger’,noun) trg

0.00245022 appos_person(’PER’,bond_president) src

0.00245022 f2(bondspresident,noun) src

Figure 5.10: Example from θ (row 16) from Prince data. This dimension of the
projection matrix got the highest positive weight of +1.13).

In contrast, Figure 5.10 shows an extract of features from row 16 that got
the highest positive estimated feature weight. Thus feature correspondences
in this row are assumed to contribute to parse disambiguation. The algorithm
aligned the apposition feature jazz zanger ‘jazz singer’ to bond president ‘bond
president’ in the source domain. Thus, seeing ‘jazz zanger’ at testing time
would act as we had observed ‘bond president’. The question is whether such
correspondences help for parse disambiguation, which we will examine next.
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SCL Results Table 5.5 shows the results of SCL with varying h parameter
(dimensionality parameter; h = 25 means that by applying the projection θx,
25 new features are added to every source domain instance). Note that we
use the same Gaussian regularization term (µ = 0, σ2=10,000) for all features
(original and new features) and keep all entries in the pivot predictor ma-
trix. As mentioned before, keeping only positive entries slightly degraded
results. In an earlier study (Plank, 2009b) we also tested feature normalization
and rescaling (as described in Section 5.2.2). While Blitzer et al. (2006) found
it necessary to normalize (and scale) the projection features, we did not ob-
serve any improvement by normalizing them (actually, it slightly degraded
performance in previous experiments). Therefore, results reported here are
obtained without feature normalization/rescaling and with a single SVD (no
block SVDs). However, we will look at block SVDs later.

CA
Prince baseline 85.65
SCL, h = 25 85.75 (+0.10)
SCL, h = 50 85.73 (+0.08)
SCL, h = 100 85.69 (+0.04)

Paus baseline 86.59
SCL, h = 25 86.72 (+0.13)
SCL, h = 50 86.67 (+0.08)
SCL, h = 100 86.51 (-0.08)

De Morgan baseline 83.30
SCL, h = 25 83.07 (-0.23)
SCL, h = 50 82.96 (-0.34)
SCL, h = 100 82.95 (-0.35)

Table 5.5: Results of SCL (with varying h parameter, no feature normalization
or rescaling, keeping all entries in matrix W). Difference to the baseline is
given in parentheses.

The results in Table 5.5 show that structural correspondence learning only
reaches a minor improvement in absolute parsing accuracy over the baseline
in two out of the three test sets. On the De Morgan article, the performance
is constantly below the baseline. By looking at individual accuracy scores per
sentence, we noticed that parsing performance differs on a rather small subset
of the test sentences. On the paus ‘pope’ test article, the results of SCL (with
h = 25) and the baseline differ on 8 sentences only (out of 237 sentences). On
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five out of the 8, parsing accuracy was improved by SCL, while on 3 sentences
it scored below the baseline. Similarly, on the Prince test set (which contains
356 sentences) scores differ on only 9 sentences, from which SCL did improve
on 8 and scored below baseline on one sentence.

Overall, changing the dimensionality parameter h has a rather small im-
pact on the results (cf. Table 5.5). This is in line with previous findings (Ando
& Zhang, 2005; Blitzer et al., 2006). Therefore, the h parameter can be fixed to
a small dimensionality (e.g. h = 25), which saves computing space and time.

To summarize, SCL reached a minor improvement in two out of the three
test cases, but that was due to improved accuracy on a rather small set of sen-
tences. The question is whether other instantiations of SCL are more effective.
What happens if we use more data? And how does SCL perform with block
SVDs (for feature subtypes)? These are the issues addressed next.

Note that the preliminary results reported in Plank (2009b) looked promis-
ing, despite the fact that the reported improvements were small. However,
the extended evaluations presented in this chapter show that structural corre-
spondence learning does not provide consistent and, more importantly, it does
not provide significant improvements over the tough source domain baseline.

More Unlabeled Data In the experiments so far, we balanced the amount of
source and target data. To examine the effect of more unlabeled target domain
data, we extended the Prince data set by including additional related articles
(increasing the unlabeled target data from 7,998 to 13,838 sentences). Table 5.6
shows the results of SCL with the larger data set. For h = 25 no difference
can be observed, while for increasing h the performance of the models trained
on the larger unlabeled data even (although only slightly) degrades. Thus,
adding more unlabeled data did not give better results, either.

CA
Prince baseline 85.65
SCL, h = 25 85.75
SCL, h = 50 85.73
SCL, h = 100 85.69
SCL with more target data, h = 25 85.75
SCL with more target data, h = 50 85.69
SCL with more target data, h = 100 85.55

Table 5.6: Result of SCL when more target data is used.
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Dimensionality Reduction by Feature Type (Block SVDs) The last issue re-
garding SCL that we will examine is whether splitting up the predictor weight
matrix by feature subtypes, and thus computing separate SVDs on blocks of
the matrix, is more effective. In this way, there will be several θ’s, one for
each feature subtype. Moreover, a row in θ will encode correspondences be-
tween features from the same subtype only. Then, several projections will be
computed, one for each feature subtype. This means that if there are k feature
subtypes, the resulting training data will contain k× h new features.

We tested this extension of SCL by clustering nonpivots into five feature
types: dependency relations (dep), PoS features (pos), bilexical relations (z),
appositions (app) and syntactic features (syn, e.g. remaining grammar rules,
coordination features etc.). For each feature type, a separate SVD was com-
puted on the corresponding feature type submatrix (illustrated in Figure 5.6)
and separate projections were applied to every training instance. Thus, our
training instances now contain 125 new features (25 times 5). Moreover, we
also report on results were a single submatrix is used at a time.

The results in Table 5.7 show that computing separate dimensionality re-
ductions (block SVDs) for feature subtypes does not improve over the alter-
native (simpler) instantiation of SCL that uses the entire matrix W at once.
Rather, the block SVD version of SCL performed worse, resulting in accura-
cies below the baseline. Thus, rather than helping, it degraded performance
and it is therefore not worth performing this extra step.

Additionally, Table 5.7 shows the result of adding a single feature subtype
at a time (e.g. only apposition features). From those, dependency or PoS fea-
tures seem to help more than other feature subtypes. However, performance
is still either below the baseline or reaches only a minor improvement.

Therefore, we conclude that structural correspondence learning does not
work. It achieved only minor improvements that did not carry along all three
test sets. In contrast, self-training was even worse. It used the unlabeled data
in a much directer way. By adding the automatically labeled data to the seed
data and retraining a model performance got worse. It scored considerably
lower than SCL that uses the unlabeled data in a more indirect fashion.
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CA
Prince baseline 85.65
SCL, h = 25 85.75
SCL, block SVD, h = 25 85.66
SCL, only app, h = 25 85.66
SCL, only dep, h = 25 85.63
SCL, only pos, h = 25 85.73
SCL, only syn, h = 25 85.65
SCL, only z, h = 25 85.57

Paus baseline 86.59
SCL, h = 25 86.72
SCL, block SVD, h = 25 86.44
SCL, only app, h = 25 86.63
SCL, only dep, h = 25 86.70
SCL, only pos, h = 25 86.67
SCL, only syn, h = 25 86.44
SCL, only z, h = 25 86.56

De Morgan baseline 83.30
SCL, h = 25 83.07
SCL, block SVD, h = 25 83.22
SCL, only app, h = 25 79.47
SCL, only dep, h = 25 83.34
SCL, only pos, h = 25 83.07
SCL, only syn, h = 25 83.08
SCL, only z, h = 25 83.19

Table 5.7: Results of SCL with block SVDs (cf. Section 5.2.2) and adding a
single feature subtype at a time. Computing separate projections for each
feature subtype was not better than a single SVD.
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5.5 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter presented an application of structural correspondence learning
to parse disambiguation and compared it to the bootstrapping approach of
self-training. While SCL has been successfully applied to PoS tagging and
sentiment analysis (Blitzer et al., 2006, 2007), its effectiveness for parsing was
rather unexplored.

Applying SCL involves many design choices and practical issues, which
we tried to depict here in detail. Moreover, we examined several instantiations
of self-training. However, the results are negative. The empirical findings
show that self-training does not work for discriminative parse selection. None
of the evaluated self-training variants (single versus multiple iterations, vari-
ous selection techniques) worked: performance either improved only slightly,
or degraded considerably most of the time. In case larger amounts of un-
labeled data are added, the performance of the self-trained models dropped
even more. Thus, only using the out-of-domain source model was more effec-
tive than self-training.

In contrast, the more indirect exploitation of unlabeled data through SCL
seemed to be more fruitful than self-training, thus favoring the use of the more
complex method. However, only a minor improvement on two out of three
test cases could be achieved, and that was due to a few sentences only and not
significant. Thus, SCL did not work either. Compared to self-training it did
not degrade performance as much, but it is a much more complex technique,
and so far, it is not really worth applying it to parse disambiguation.

Thus, adapting the discriminative parsing model using unlabeled data re-
mains a hard task, and so far the best is to just use the available labeled data
or simple supervised adaptation techniques.






